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There’s no better time to clean-up your data than in summer when things are less hectic (hopefully!). Why
not take the time to ‘work-your-data’ to be sure it is in great shape for the upcoming heating season?

TANKS

New Valued Partners

Summer is an ideal time to ‘work’ your tank data!
Run these reports and ’clean-up’ any issues to be ready for winter








Last delivery date of gas to the tank
Customers without a tank serial number

Tanks with duplicate serial numbers
Tanks that are currently on hold
Tanks using less than required gallons
Tanks that have rental deposits








Tanks with incorrect delivery address
Tanks using more than minimum gallons

Tanks that have splits
Tank export list to give to drivers to review
Tank listing by size (e.g., 500, 330, 124…)
Tanks that are Manifolded

 Agtegra Cooperative
 South Dakota
 Coulson Oil Company
 Arkansas
 Frenchmen Valley Coop
 Nebraska
 CBH Cooperative
 South Dakota

Quick Tips
 Review K-Factors for any that
may be too high or too low

 Be sure to run the ‘No Statement’ list to be sure there are aren’t any
customers listed who should be receiving a monthly statement

CUSTOMERS

 Are customers that have credit balances still active? Do they have a tank? If
so, you may want to pick the tank up because idle steel is very expensive!

 A great time to contact customers to make sure you have the most accurate
appliances, regulators and up-to-date information in Energy-Force.

 Review customer information for missing addresses, phone numbers, etc.

AUTOMATED DEGREE DAY ROLLBACK
If you plan to roll your degree day clock readings in July (or other date), be sure to notify
K & K before you perform the clock rollback procedure. Why? Because the SDD clock is a
separate program that has to be rolled “online” to ensure it is fully synchronized with
Energy Force. If you don’t contact K & K before rolling back, there could be empty tanks the following
morning. If you have already rolled your degree days for this year, please disregard because the online
program has already been rolled back for you.

Need any help or have any questions with the rollback? Please contact our friendly support staff anytime
at 800-783-6560 or support@kkcomp.com. We’re always here to help!

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,
We are busy!
We’ve recently welcomed many
new customers (“Valued Partners”) into the K & K family. And,
with a number of mergers, acquisitions and combinations with our
current Valued Partners, we are
working hard to make your delivery operations successful.
Thanks to everyone who stopped
by to say hello at the Southeast
Expo (Atlanta) and the Western
Propane Convention (Reno). It’s
always a pleasure to see so many
friendly faces.
Thanks so much for being a
Valued Energy-Force Partner!

Karla
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How ‘Inefficient Drop Sizes’ and ‘Excess Drops’ Destroy Profits
It’s also a great time to review your delivery operations before the busy season. Since propane/fuel deliveries are primarily
distribution businesses, the less times you “touch” the product the more money you will make. Why? Because bobtails/
vehicles may cost over $200,000, and with higher driver and other direct costs, the effective cost per drop is $70-$150!
Reducing (or eliminating!) costly inefficient deliveries is absolutely critical to your success! Our goal is for you to effectively
use Energy-Force to maximize the productivity and efficiencies of your entire delivery operations.

Chart Assumptions
The graphs on the right show how much a marketer
can typically save annually by increasing drop sizes
and reducing the number of excess/inefficient drops.

ANNUAL SAVINGS BY
INCREASING DROP SIZE

$344,388
$312,500
$279,255

Calculated savings are based on the following factors:







$244,565
$208,333

Total annual gallons delivered  5,000,000
Average gallons per drop  200
Average cost per drop  $75 (probably low!)
Total annual number of drops  10,000
Percentage of excess drops  40%

What are Your Potential Savings?
Of course, your actual gallons delivered, number of
drops, drop sizes, excess drops (defined as deliveries
above your specific water capacity percentage) and
cost per drop (C/P/D) are different from those shown.
 Like to see your company’s potential savings from
increasing drop sizes and reducing excess
drops? If yes, we have created an Excel file
where you can easily input your data and
your savings/graphs will automatically be
created. Simply contact us at support@kkcomp.com
and we’ll gladly send you the Excel file. 
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ANNUAL SAVINGS BY
DECREASING
EXCESS DROPS

 Artificial Intelligence selects the most profitable
routes and downloads them automatically to the
truck computers—while you are sleeping
 No need for anyone to “drag and drop”
 Designed specifically so drivers simply have to
DTDR (Drive The Darn Route) to be productive
 Routes are ready by 5:00 A.M. (or earlier!)
 Utilization percentages shown for each driver
 New drivers “up-to-speed” their very first day
 Works with monitors or heating degree-days
 Generates a comprehensive ‘Daily Error’ Report
 Many sub-modes: summer fill, special fills, tank
chaining, ‘fill the largest number of critical tanks’
to schedule the least miles and much more!
 Tank rebalancing for most efficient routes
 Set driver goals, incentives and commissions
 Seamless with Energy-Force & Energy-Track

45.0

$202,500

$180,000
$157,500

$135,000

OptimizerPlus is Uniquely Designed
To Maximize Delivery Efficiency
We’ve worked hard to make your delivery
operations as efficient and automated as possible, freeing you up to do what is truly important—taking care of your customers! Here’s how
OptimizerPlus is the future for delivery efficiency:
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